Over **1.5 million** Google hits for ‘paraphrasing tool’ and over **3.5 million** for a search on ‘article spinners’

Less than **1 second** to process a page of text

Paraphrasing tools can change from a minimum **20%** of the input text **up to 50%***

Completely **free** tools

The Google Translate app supports **100+ languages** and can translate **via photo**, via **voice** in ‘conversation mode’ and via **real-time video****

---

**Machine-based plagiarism**

**The death of originality in the digital age?**

Paraphrasing tools, translation software and ‘article spinners’ are text-processing applications easily found via the Internet. ‘Spun’ text misleads people into thinking that these tools create a new form of original writing. This thematic series will explore the use of automated text processing as an emerging threat to academic integrity.

---

*From Rogerson & McCarthy 2017; **From “Google Translate” on Wikipedia
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*** (Results of spinning this call for papers)

---

Deadline for submissions **31st October 2018**